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LaurieHere are our outcomes for the sessionUnderstand components of the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act that impact Extension ProgrammingLearn best practices around youth safety in virtual settings including social mediaExplore strategies to maintain youth safety when programming virtuallyShare resources that are helpful for staff and that can be used with youth and volunteers



Challenging Successful  
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When we say “Youth Safety” in the 
virtual setting what do you think?
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LaurieWhy does youth safety need to be considered�1.) We possibly are sharing information about youth in online environments and that information is harder to control who sees it and what they do with that information 2.) Other people can use that information to their advantage, the more people know about a person the more easily they can take advantage of them 3.) Depending on the virtual environment people can pretend to be someone they are not and through different best practices and policies we can work to reduce that.



Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act 
When it comes to the collection of personal information from 
children under 13, the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act 
(COPPA) puts parents in control.  The Federal Trade Commission, 
the nation’s consumer protection agency, enforces the COPPA 
Rule, which spells out what operators of websites and online 
services must do to protect children’s privacy and safety online.  

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/2012-31341.pdf
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Christinehttps://www.ftc.gov/system/files/2012-31341.pdfCOPPA only covers information collected online from children. It does not cover information collected from adults that may pertain to children. Thus, COPPA is not triggered by (1) an adult uploading photos of children on a general audience site, (2) an adult uploading photos of children in the non-child directed portion of an otherwise child-directed website (e.g., a parent’s corner), or (3) an age-screened user (age 13 or older) uploading photos of children on a mixed audience site or service.However, operators of websites or online services that are primarily directed to children (as defined by the Rule) must assume that the person uploading a photo is a child and they must design their systems either to: (1) give notice and obtain prior parental consent, or (2) remove any child images and metadata prior to posting.As an organization grounded in positive youth development We need to use the guidelines to best keep our youth safe through our programs and events.

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/2012-31341.pdf
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ChristineWe are proud of the youth that participate in our programs which is why parents, caring adults and staff choose to share information about others virtually but that information can translate to others knowing a lot about a person without actually knowing them.  Question for people to answer in chat  Consider what happens if it ends up in the wrong hands?Therefore, It is important to always think about how much information we are collecting and sharing about others in virtual environments. That information can very easily get into the hands of people who could use it take advantage to of youth.  Which could increase the chances someone might use that information to groom a child. Grooming includes intentional actions and behaviors a potential predator might use to try to gain access to a child  Lets take a moment to put on our SAFE Training lens.  
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ChristinePredators will work to groom children as a means to gain the child’s trust and create situations and opportunities to abuse or hurt children. While grooming can happen in many ways. Grooming includes intentional actions and behaviors a potential predator might use to try to gain access to a child in order to molest or sexually abuse them. You may think that  predators pick child victims at random, or that you should be most concerned about “stranger danger,” but in most cases of child sexual abuse the abuser is known to the child and has some sort of relationship to the child. Predators often attempt to groom children, adults or communities or try to create situations where they may have access to hurt or abuse a child with a decreased chance of getting caught. It is important that adults are aware of the ways that potential predators can try to gain access to children.Grooming doesn’t happen overnight.  It takes time. Starts small and works it way into bigger things. Based on what is on the screen, how could virtual environments enable child predators and grooming? Please share in the chat
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ChristineWe already know people groom children so what can you do as a staff person to limit this information?Reponses in the chat: Where can grooming of a child happen in a virtual environments?We know this happens unfortunately.Over the rest of the presentation we will be provide some tips that help you reduce risk.



Policy & Best Practice 
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LaurieMake sure have two-deep adult presence for the duration of the program. Set up the platform with youth safety in mind:Whenever possible, all instruction sessions must be secured with a password.Whenever possible, turn off private chat box option, screen sharing, whiteboards, file transfer features, and other features that allow participants to communicate in an unmonitored fashion to prevent participants from sending pictures or other content over the in-meeting chat feature.If any of these features are required for the instruction, ensure the feature is safe and moderated by Gold or Silver volunteers or staff.Mute all participants to prevent unauthorized interruptions at the beginning of the program.Deactivate screen sharing for all participants when the feature is not being used for an activity to prevent unauthorized interruptions.Ensure all online programming links are only provided for intended participants and their parents/guardians.Do not publicly advertise the instruction sessions and links and passwords if possible. Registration for youth should be used as often as possible.  Only provide the links and passwords for instruction platforms by invitation to the participants who have registered to participate.Additional resources to review to help keep youth safe online:Protecting Kids Online, Keeping Children Safe Online, and Prevent CyberbullyingAt least one staff member should help monitor the chat box, q&a, body language and emotions of participants and what is going on in the background of the participants. What do you do if you see something inappropriate with the participant or others in their house? Have a plan for what you’ll do. Ask or try to determine if the youth is safe.  If the answer is no, report your concerns to your supervisor to develop a plan to contact the local police department



Photo & Video Best Practices 
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LaurieLimit identifiable details.  Consider how much and what types of personal information are being shared. If at all possible, don’t share hometown, age, school, or parent’s name.  It’s best practice to share only the youth’s first name and 4-H Club. Online photos and videos have permanency. Remember that photos and videos shared online always have the potential for becoming a permanent part of history. Even if you delete them, they can easily be recovered and shared. Photos and Videos create a legacy. Consider distractions such as articles of clothing, backgrounds items the viewer can see, and noises that occur in videos that can detract from the project. As photos and videos can become a permanent part of history, consider who else might see this information once the virtual learning experience is complete such as potential employers, college admission officers, scholarship selection committees, etc. Communication should be clear and effective. Be sure photo and video quality is good. Double check for proper grammar and misspellings. Have another person double check photos and videos to be sure that what is submitted is high quality and free of mistakes. https://www.canr.msu.edu/resources/keeping-youth-safe-virtually-best-practices



RECORDING
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ChristineShare this link: https://michiganstate.sharepoint.com/sites/CANR/chldnyth/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FCANR%2Fchldnyth%2FDocuments%2FVirtual%20Programs%20Resources%2FPolicy%20and%20Considerations%20in%20Recording%20Live%20Virtual%20Programs%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FCANR%2Fchldnyth%2FDocuments%2FVirtual%20Programs%20ResourcesFor best practices, recorded programs live programs, regardless of where and how shared, need to be closed captioned which has a substantial time and financial cost.  From a safety standpoint, when recording live, you need to have signed media release for participants before recording.  You must notify participants that the program is being recorded and give people a space to say they are not comfortable with recording.  Your recording can’t have any youth images From that best practice standpoint, consider that we are creating learning environments where we want participants to feel safe so they can learn, ask questions, and be themselves. Recording a program live might inhibit that process.What if I am just sharing the live recording with just the youth who were not able to attend that day?Consider again the framework of planning a virtual program like a face to face program.  4-H has the opportunity to teach life skills- scheduling, time management, responsibility.  In real-life, we don’t get recordings of events we missed.  Often it is hard to watch them and interact when we do receive them. The same rules of media release and closed captioning apply as well as getting advanced permission and you won’t have control over where the videos get sent. If you choose to record you will need to submit a request to Erica  and include this information Program Name:Platform being used for recording (Zoom Meeting, Zoom Webinar, Microsoft Teams, etc):• Intended # and age range of participants:Purpose of the recording and where the recording will be housed/stored in the future:• Proposed length of the recording:• Account number you will use to pay for closed captioning (if no cost, state that):• Confirm that you have a plan to:› Collect signed media releases for all program participants including parent/guardian signatures for youth participants:› Close caption the recording:› Ensure participant identities are protected including not sharing youth’s images and identifiable information:› Alert all participants at the beginning of the session that you are recording the session and you clearly identify the purpose of the recording 
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We also know there is great value in creating online content that participants can choose to view on their own schedule, and recording “live” programs is not always a feasible or recommended option. Here are some suggestions for planning alternative ways to create self-access, online, educational program content. �Required Media Release: Any non MSU Extension staff member must have a media release on file if that participant is seen, heard or their image or name is used in any part of a video or content. This is true whether the participant is a youth or an adult.•Youth Safety: When engaging youth in virtual learning experiences, it is important to consider youth safety.  If you have youth in photos or videos that are being used as a part of an asynchronous online educational program, it is important to consider the following:› Online photos and videos have permanency: Remember that photos and videos shared online always have the potential for becoming a permanent part of history. Even if deleted, they can easily be recovered and shared. Consider who might see the information such as potential employers, college admission officers, scholarship selection committees, etc.› Photos and Videos create a legacy: While photos and videos are developed to share about learning experiences, projects, and educational experiences, remember others will view them. Consider distractions such as articles of clothing, backgrounds items the viewer can see, angle of the camera, and noises that occur in videos that can detract from the project.› If youth are part of the recorded content, consider any interactions they are having with other youth or adults in the home.› While developing and recording youth content, consider what to do if you see or hear something inappropriate or a youth is in crisis.Limit identifiable details: Consider how much and what type of personal information is being shared when involving participants in the content creation. If possible, for youth, do not share hometown, age, school, or parent’s name. It is best practice to share only the youth’s first name and 4-H Club or county.



Social Media Expectations 
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ChristineWhile the Social Media & Texting Expectations was geared towards volunteers it is just important for staff to practice these considerations.  It was developed to align MSU Extension programs with MSU Youth Programs policies and the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) which provides very specific guidance on how and when individually identifiable information, including children’s images, can be shared online.  Specifically it is important to think about:When posting information, avoid sharing any identifying information about youth participants. This includes last names, ages, schools and their specific location. Do not directly tag them in your post. However, you are not responsible if someone else tags a youth participant in their post.Ask participants if they are comfortable with photos or a post about them being shared. Photos should only be shared with participants’ permission, parent/guardian permission,  and if they have a signed media release on file.Use the person’s first name only. If they are a 4-H member consider using the county they are participating from and club name.
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LauriePoll (click all that apply) Have you had a program recorded you were part of with out your knowledge or permission?Have you ever experienced bullying or negative interactions within an online platformHave you ever been in a virtual meeting or setting Zoom bombed?Have people ever been in your Zoom room without you knowledge?Have you experienced a situation were your have felt unsafe or uncomfortable in a virtual settings?Share results As we can see, these situations have happened with us as adults and our goal is to prevent them from happening with youth. 
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can you help youth also think about virtual safety?
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LaurieWe live in a very virtual world and youth often don’t take the time to fully think about what they share online, it is for a variety of different reasons brain development, peer pressure, and they don’t see the consequences.  Over the next few slides we are going to share a couple activities you can do with youth to help them think a little bit more.  



Caption This!
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https://www.canr.msu.edu/resources/4_h
_responsible_social_media_activities
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ChristineWe’ll provide the list of articles in the chat that you can copy and paste into Word for you to check each one out later. We’ll also put the link to the actual activity in the chat.https://www.agdaily.com/ffa/national-ffa-officer-lyle-logemann-removed-social-media-posts/�https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2017/6/5/2021-offers-rescinded-memes/https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/education/2020/06/02/marquette-rescinds-offer-lacrosse-player-over-george-floyd-snapchat/5311865002/https://www.examiner.net/sports/20190803/social-costs-social-media-mistakes-can-be-costly-for-prep-athleteshttps://www.washingtonpost.com/local/social-issues/school-district-employee-fired-after-correcting-students-spelling-in-a-tweet/2017/01/16/fd548bf2-dc29-11e6-acdf-14da832ae861_story.htmlhttps://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2017/07/21/police-seek-charges-teens-accused-filming-mocking-drowning-man/500486001/https://www.richmond.com/news/local/hanover/mechanicsville-local/sports/inappropriate-social-media-post-disqualifies-atlee-softball-team-from-championship/article_4a5288f6-3c7c-5729-9707-622faa74e37f.htmlhttps://www.wlwt.com/article/monroe-student-suspended-after-social-media-post-father-says-school-went-too-far/7666610
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https://www.canr.msu.edu/od/planning_evaluation_and_reporting/planning-online-
programming
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Some Additional Resources
• Social Media & Texting Expectations: 
• Keeping Youth Safe Virtually: Best Practices
• Keeping Kids Safe Resources
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ChristineOther resources links Social Media & Texting: https://www.canr.msu.edu/resources/social-media-and-texting-expectations-for-michigan-state-university-extension-volunteersPhoto & Video Keeping Youth Safe Virtually: Best Practices: https://www.canr.msu.edu/resources/keeping-youth-safe-virtually-best-practiceshttps://www.canr.msu.edu/creating-safe-environments/index
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